
Complaint 3 Ruling UVSS 2016 Election  

In the matter of an Election Complaint against Woke UVic 
 

Decision of the Electoral Officer 
 

Background: 
On Thursday, February 18, 2016 a complaint was filed against Woke UVic, a slate in the UVSS 2016 election. 
 
After reviewing the complaint I accepted it, and as per EPM 5.11.e.3, sent the complaint to Woke UVic’s campaign manager 
Tribesty Nguyen. Nguyen will act as the respondent. Nguyen responded within the time allotted by the EPM (one business day). 
His response was received Friday, February 19, 2016. 
 
As a member of the UVSS, the complainant is entitled to bring forward a complaint. They have requested that their identity be 
kept confidential as per EPM 5.11.b. 
 
The Complaint: 
The below is a summary of the complaint filed. 
 
The complainant argues that the Woke UVic slate was using room B024 between bookings of the Unitarian Club and VIPIRG on 
February 15, 2016 as a location to work on campaign materials, specifically banners.  They argue that these persons were 
unaffiliated with either group, and therefore could not have gone through the proper channels to acquire a key to that room in 
the General Office. 
 
The complainant claims that the only way they could have received the key to SUB B024 is to have used a key held by an 
advocacy Group or a member of the UVSS Board of Directors. They argue that without a Third Party Endorsement form, access to 
these rooms would abuse key privileges and therefore booking space would violate EPM 5.7. 
 
They argue that these rooms were used without any care for the groups that actually booked them. They claim that the actions 
of Woke UVic members therefore were unfair and go against the UVSS Elections mandate to provide an even and fair election 
process. 
 
The Response: 
The below is a summary of the response filed. 
 
Nguyen begins by stating that four of the ten members of Woke UVic are either staff members or elected VIPIRG coordinating 
collective members. This includes Dheeraj Alamchandi (candidate for International Student Relations), Malaika Lwakila 
(candidate for Director at Large), Lucy Hagos (candidate for Student Affairs) and Naomy Reuveny (candidate for Finance and 
Operations). Nguyen highlights that VIPIRG had a scheduled meeting on at 7:00pm on Monday February 15, 2016 in BO24.  He 
includes a confirmation of this room booking.  The room was found unlocked earlier than the designated booking by Lwakila, 
who began to prepare for the VIPIRG meeting. On the VIPIRG agenda (which the respondent includes) was the Third Party 
Endorsement proposal of the Woke UVic slate. Nguyen states that if banners were being made, they were being made at the 
same time that VIPIRG coord and staff were working. Nguyen argues that if banners were being made at the same time as the 
meeting, they were done so while VIPIRG members were fulfilling their other duties, in which the primary use of the room was 
booked for.  
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Staff in the VIPIRG offices, no knowing the B024 was already open by other VIPIRG members, came down to meet the building 
attendant to open the door. When they came down, Susan Timayo (Woke UVic’s candidate for Campaign and Community 
relations) was consulting fellow Woke UVic member, Lwakila the VIPIRG member that was using the room, about the Third 
Party Endorsement proposal. Nguyen states that this interaction may have caused the confusion that lead to this complaint.  
 
Nguyen concludes that the room was being used by VIPIRG to prep for their meeting that included Woke UVic proposing a Third 
Party Endorsement by VIPIRG, and not for banner making by the slate. The respondent includes minutes from the meeting that 
include VIPIRG’s approval to commit to endorsing Woke UVic as a third party. This Third Party Endorsement was then approves 
by the Elections Office  February 17, 2016. He reiterates that the primary use of the room was for the VIPIRG meeting.  
 
Nguyen also argues that the complainant is false in stating that the room must have been opened only by the use of a key from 
an Advocacy Group or Board member. Nguyen argues that Advocacy Groups only hold keys for their offices and must book and 
sign out keys through the General Office otherwise. He also argues that Board members do not hold keys to all rooms in the 
Student Union Building. He argues that they must also book and take out keys from the General Office. Lead directors may have 
keys, but neither Sara Maya Bhandar (Woke UVic’s candidate for Outreach and University Relations), or Lucy Hagos (Woke 
UVic’s candidate for Student Affairs) have access to such a key.  
 
The Issue: 
The issue to be determined is whether Woke UVic slate violated EPM 5.7 by using the SUB B024 when it was booked by either 
the Unitarian Club or VIPIRG, who would therefore act as a Third Party Endorsement.  
 
The Policy: 
The Electoral Policy is intended to provide for fair, democratic elections and to promote participation in the electoral process by 
all candidates and by the electorate. A fair election process ensures that in campaigning, candidates do not improperly interfere 
with other candidates and thus interfere with a fair, democratic process.  
 
5.7 Third party endorsements  

a. Candidates may accept the endorsement of an on-campus group and refer to that endorsement in their campaign 
material, but must provide written proof of an endorsement to a Deputy Electoral Officer before referring to it in their 
campaign materials.   

b. Third party endorsers are obligated to comply with the responsibilities and obligations of candidates under this 
policy.   

c. The following groups are not permitted to provide third-party endorsements: UVic or any UVic departments or 
affiliates, businesses (on-campus or off- campus), political parties (municipal, provincial, federal), the Martlet, or 
CFUV 101.9.   

d. Candidates are responsible for any campaign activities carried out by or campaign materials produced by a third party 
endorser on behalf of the candidate and all posters and banners must be stamped by a Deputy Electoral Officer before 
being posted and will be counted as if produced by the candidate  when determining the candidate’s maximum 
permissible numbers of posters and banners and the candidate’s campaign spending limit.  

e. If an on campus group spends money to promote the election of a candidate or endorses a candidate in a non-official 
capacity, and the candidate is known to be affiliated with that group, the candidate may be held responsible.   

f. The Board is not permitted to endorse a slate or any candidate. The Board is permitted to endorse either side of a 
proposed referendum.   

 
Applying Policy: 
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As defined by the EPM a “Third Party Endorsement means official support from a recognized on-campus group for a candidate.” 
Candidates often use Third Party Endorsements as a resource in which allows them to have certain privileges in their campaign.  
For example, the Elections Candidates Handbook 2016 highlights that as non-recognized groups are not permitted to book 
certain tables and rooms on campus without a cost, candidates cannot make such bookings without obtaining significant costs, 
and therefore often a Third Party Endorsement is required.  
 
The complainant suggests that because the room was booked by the Unitarian Club and VIPIRG during the time period in 
question, the Woke UVic slate would need a Third Party Endorsement to use the room and absolve the rental costs.  In 
assuming that the Woke UVic slate was using the room without a third party, the Woke UVic slate would be violating EPM 
5.7.e, which may leave the candidate responsible. In assuming that a Board member allowed the Woke UVic slate into the 
room, the complainant argues that by using the room a board member, and by extension the Woke UVic slate is violating 5.7. f.  
 
After reviewing the documents supplied by the Woke UVic slate manager, Tribesty Nguyen, it is clear that the room was being 
used by VIPIRG and VIPIRG members, as per the booking. Therefore, BO24 was not being used for Woke UVic, and a Third Party 
Endorsement was not required.  
 
Decision: 
In conclusion, I dismiss the complaint and will take no further action.  
 
The complainant is entitled to appeal this ruling to the Election Adjudicator within one business day by sending an Appeal form 
(found at uvsselections.com) to the Election Adjudicator email address and the to Electoral Office email address.  
 
February 22, 2016 
 
Emma Hamill 
 
Chief Electoral Officer 
 
 
 


